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Abstract

This article critiques the potential success of the Peace, Security, and Cooperation 
Framework for the drc and the Region—signed on February 24, 2013—against the 
backdrop of the 1999 Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement, which failed to end the Second 
Congo War. The 1999 Agreement failed because its overall design, coupled with the 
socio-political climate in the region at the time, resulted in a ‘no war, no peace’ sce-
nario. These failures were furthered by the overall inability of the international peace-
building community to design and implement a peace strategy in the drc that aligned 
with the needs of the Congolese people. If the 2013 Framework is to succeed, what is 
required is a transformation of the peace process, which will incorporate the Congolese 
civil society, avoid restrictive timelines, and focus on securing realistic commitments. 
By critically analyzing both the 1999 Agreement and the broader conflict-resolution 
and peacebuilding processes, international peace practitioners can learn from the sit-
uation in the drc and use the revised peace model this article outlines to promote true 
and lasting peace in regional conflicts across the developing world.
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 Introduction

On February 24, 2013, eleven African heads of state and four representatives of 
leading international organizations met in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to sign a new 
commitment to security, stability, and peace in the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (drc). While not much is known yet about the exact parameters of this 
new agreement, it is already lauded by many in the international community 
as a renewed investment by the political leaders of Africa for peace in the Great 
Lakes region. The proposed framework of the new agreement is reminiscent in 
many ways to the 1999 Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement, intended to cease the hos-
tilities of the Second Congo War. The first of its kind in the region, the Lusaka 
Ceasefire Agreement listed several notable aims including: an immediate 
ceasefire, release of prisoners of war, and the deployment of an international 
peacekeeping force under the auspices of the United Nations. After the signing 
of this document, international interveners labeled the drc as a ‘post-conflict’ 
zone and organizations rushed in to establish peace and promote democratic 
political reform.

Unfortunately, since the signing of the agreement in 1999, violence, human 
rights abuses, political corruption, and social and economic strife in the drc 
have continued largely unabated. The continued violence in the drc poses an 
important question: Is the 2013 Addis Ababa framework any more likely than 
the failed 1999 Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement to bring a durable peace to the 
drc?

The Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement failed for a myriad of reasons. First, the 
Agreement itself represented a disingenuous peace attempt modeled after a 
preset template for peacebuilding that lacked any inclusivity of Congolese civil 
society. The Agreement was also too complex, with a rigid timeline and a 
detailed agenda. Additionally, the political and social environment within the 
drc and in the surrounding region greatly hindered the Agreement’s ability to 
promote long-term peace and prosperity. The 1999 Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement 
is not an isolated case of a failed peace. Many modern peace negotiations in 
developing countries have failed because of the inherent flaw in conflict reso-
lution theory—the focus on reconstruction. What is needed is a transforma-
tion.Without a serious revision to the peace and post-conflict reconstruction 
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models currently implemented in the drc, there will be no chance of peace in 
the future. This revised peace model should incorporate top-down and bot-
tom-up peace-building methods that take into consideration Congolese civil 
society and militia groups; it should avoid restrictive timelines; and it should 
focus on securing realistic commitments from all belligerents party to the con-
flict. While this analysis is limited to the drc, revising the current peace model 
has broader implications far beyond the Great Lakes region in terms of improv-
ing the success of peace in post-conflict regions across the developing world.

 Background to the Conflict in the drc

In most of the available literature on this geographical region, the history of 
the First and Second Congo Wars is generally argued to begin in 1994 in neigh-
boring Rwanda.The multitude of problems inherent in the drc obviously pre-
dates 1994, stretching all the way back to its period of colonization. Formerly 
known as Zaire (under Mobutu Sese Seko, 1971–1997), the Congo Free State 
(1877–1908), and the Belgian Congo (1908–1960), the drc suffered one of the 
worst histories of colonization and post-colonial reconstruction of any other 
African colony.Although the drc’s colonial history influences the country’s 
current situation, in the interest of brevity this analysis is limited to 1994 
onwards.1

By the end of the Rwandan genocide, nearly two million refugees (mainly 
Hutu) flooded the eastern drc provinces of North and South Kivu, desperate 
to avoid persecution from the newly instated Tutsi government backed by the 
Rwandan Patriotic Front (rpf). These refugees, along with over 50,000 armed 
Hutu rebels responsible for the massacre, congregated in large refugee camps.
Surviving on violence, looting, and raiding across the border, the Hutus used 
the refugee camps as bases to plan operations into Rwanda.While the new 
Tutsi regime under President Pasteur Bizimungu and Vice President Paul 
Kagame (former leader of the rpf) attempted to deal with the problem of bor-
der violence, the reign of the drc’s longtime dictator President Mobutu Sese 
Seko became increasingly unpopular. Dissatisfied rebel and militia groups, 
financially backed and armed by other countries in the region, formed to com-
bat the rule of Mobutu; the Alliance des Forces Démocratiques pour las 
Libération du Congo-Zaïre (afdl) led by Laurent-Désiré Kabila is the most 
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notable. By November 1996, the rebellion evolved into a full-scale national and 
regional war: the First Congo War.2

On May 17, 1997, after a grueling trek across the jungle, the afdl arrived in 
the capital of Kinshasa and overthrew the Mobutu regime, instating Kabila as 
the new president.Kabila’s new regime suffered from a strong political opposi-
tion, ever-increasing popular discontent toward his Rwandan allies in North 
and South Kivu, and internal friction within his own party that led to staunch 
factioning.3 At the same time the governments of Rwanda, Uganda, and to a 
certain extend Burundi, developed a new rebel movement, the Rassemblement 
Congolais pour la Démocratie (rcd), which launched a new attack against 
Kabila. Rebel movements multiplied quickly after this, including the 
Mouvement pour la Libération du Congo (mlc), headed by Jean-Pierre Bemba, 
which launched attacks on Kabila beginning in November 1998,marking the 
official start of the Second Congo War.

As these powerful rebel groups spilt into factions it only increased the over-
all instability of the drc. For example, in 1999 tension between Rwanda and 
Uganda split the rcd in two:rcd-Goma (rcd-g) supported by Rwanda and 
rcd-Kisangani/Liberation Movement backed by Uganda. During this period 
of renewed conflict, Kabila’s troops halted the rebels’ advances, allowing the 
stalled peace process to resume. In July 1999, aided by the Southern African 
Development Community (sadc) and the United Nations, the parties to the 
Second Congo War met in Lusaka, Zambia to design the terms of a ceasefire 
agreement.4 As Carayannis and Weiss explain, the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement 
is not the region’s first attempt at peace. By the time the parties met in Lusaka, 
‘there had been twenty-three failed sadc—or Organization of African Unity 
(oau)—sponsored meetings at the ministerial or presidential level aimed at 
brokering an end to the war, as well as numerous other unsuccessful efforts by 
individual leaders in the region.’5

The most significant critique of the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement is that it 
resulted in little more than a ‘no war, no peace’ scenario in the drc, meaning 
that while in the eyes of international interveners the war was officially over, 
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the Congolese people did not enjoy a true peace. All state parties to the Second 
Congo War signed the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement on July 10, 1999. The United 
States, un, European Union (eu), and several of its member states (most nota-
bly France, Belgium, and the United Kingdom), as well as several African states, 
acted as mediators, even while in some cases continuing to support various 
armed military groups party to the conflict. The two main rebel movements, 
the rcd-g and the mlc, only endorsed the agreement in August, after initially 
refusing to sign. At the time of its signing, the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement 
represented a significant breakthrough in the resolution of the drc conflict. It 
was the first time all the parties met and agreed on establishing a process that 
would lead to the peaceful resolution of their differences and a possible politi-
cal reconstruction of the Great Lakes region. However, the ceasefire negotia-
tions also suffered serious problems.

Koko lists three main challenges to peace that are present in the design 
of the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement. First, the peace plan itself, as outlined 
in the agreement is very complex in nature, resulting in a low level of oper-
ationalism.6 Weiss called it ‘a very complicated plan for peace.’7 For exam-
ple, the establishment of a Joint Military Committee ( jmc) comprised of 
representatives from each and every party to the conflict, existing under a 
regional Political Committee composed of ministers of Foreign Affairs and 
Defense in the region, was logistically complex. According to the agree-
ment, the jmc acted as a peacekeeping body awaiting the deployment of 
the un and oau contingents. Another aspect of the agreement that affected 
its operationalism involved the establishment in Annexure B of a compre-
hensive calendar, providing deadlines for every activity on the path to 
peace. With such a rigid structure there was no margin for error, no way for 
the region to adjust comfortably and naturally to the reconstruction and 
peace process.

Second, by establishing the jmc, the Agreement actually legitimized intrud-
ing armies as actors necessary to constructing peace inside the drc. Koko 
explains, ‘Though recognizing the presence of hostile foreign armies on drc 
soil, the agreement did not compel these armies to an unconditional with-
drawal.’8 For the Congolese especially, this was wholly unfair and undesired. In 
his inaugural speech in 2001, new drc President Joseph Kabila committed to 
supporting the Lusaka Agreement on condition that the aggressing armies 
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from Rwanda, Burundi, and Uganda withdraw unconditionally and without 
delay from his country.

Third, the Agreement suffered from a lack of true commitment on the part 
of its signatories, as well as the absence of an authority entrusted with the 
enforcement of these commitments. Solomon and Swart make the point that 
the negotiations ‘seemed to be regarded as a platform for securing interna-
tional recognition rather than representing a commitment to peace by the sig-
natories.’9 The lack of an international guarantor who could compel compliance 
to the ceasefire resulted in Laurent-Désiré Kabila temporarily suspending the 
accords in 2000. The Agreement crumbled further when, in 2001, Uganda uni-
laterally withdrew.

 No War, No Peace in the drc

Based on this account of the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement, the assertion that 
this Agreement simply resulted in a situation of ‘no war, no peace’ seems valid. 
However, even this assertion draws scrutiny, for it cannot be reasonably argued 
that the drc is a ‘no war’ state. Despite the ceasefire, between 1999 and 2003, 
up to fourteen foreign armies actively fought on Congolese territory, each sup-
porting one or more of the many Congolese armed groups.10 This fighting 
occurred in spite of the deployment of a un peacekeeping mission. In late 
1999, the un slowly began the process of deploying a small observer force to 
the drc, called the un Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (monuc), which verified the ceasefire, oversaw the voluntary disar-
mament and repatriation of foreign militias, and supervised the withdrawal of 
foreign troops. It took several years for monuc to fully establish itself in the 
drc. During the interim period, the various regions of the Congo simmered 
with discontent, often resorting toopen violence.

Many observers of the ceasefire cite conflict between President Laurent-
Désiré Kabila and the international interveners as the main reason for the ini-
tial delay in implementing the peace agreement. The sudden assassination of 
Kabila at the hand of one of his bodyguards eliminated this problem.11 His son, 

http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes
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Joseph Kabila, became interim president in 2001 and worked to gain the sup-
port and trust of the Western powers. He was instrumental in finally allowing 
the peace process to move forward. Autesserre writes, ‘The warring parties 
finally implemented several measures of the Lusaka accord, including the 
withdrawal of all armed groups to fifteen kilometers behind the ceasefire lines 
and the beginning of the Inter-Congolese Dialogue.’12

The Inter-Congolese Dialogue (icd) aimed to bring together representa-
tives from all military and civilian factions involved in the war to design a peace 
plan and discuss the future of the drc. Some of the more notable settlements 
produced by the icd include: the Global and All-Inclusive Agreement on the 
Transition in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (December 2002), the 
Pretoria Agreement between Rwanda and the Congo (July 2002), and the 
Luanda Agreement between the Congo and Uganda (September 2002). These 
last two agreements are bilateral regional peace agreements. The installation 
of the Transition Government on June 30, 2003 marked the country’s official 
shift from war to peace. Without Joseph Kabila’s dedication and vision, the icd 
could have never achieved so much. According to Lemarchand, ‘Where his 
father consistently dragged his feet on the implementation of the Lusaka 
accords, he ended up being the person most directly responsible for putting 
them into effect.’13

However, critics of Joseph Kabila, including Lemarchand, are quick to argue 
with equal fervor about Kabila’s shortcomings as president. For example, his 
years in office have done little to stop the civil strife ravaging much of the east-
ern provinces, including crippling natural resource exploitation and rural vio-
lence.14 Issues of population density and related land problems, while not 
caused by Joseph Kabila, are becoming further entrenched the longer he goes 
without addressing them in some meaningful and substantial way. During his 
presidency the level of rape and sexual torture inflicted on women also 
increased. At the same time, Rwandan soldiers, backed by rebel leader Laurent 
Nkunda, continue incursions into the drc, causing massive displacement of 
civilians.

Furthermore, Kabila seems unable to control the Congolese military, which 
has ravaged local populations using a combination of bullying tactics, theft, 
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and exploitation. Lemarchand writes that in 2005 alone, according to detailed 
sources, ‘More that $3 million was stolen from the army payroll.’15 Transitioning 
the Congolese army from a rabble into a trained peacekeeping and security 
force will be one of the most important missions of Kabila’s presidency. 
Without a military and police force able to keep the peace and promote inter-
nal stability, the drc will continue to operate as a failed state.

 The drc and Failed Peace

Sadly, there is nothing exceptional about the failure of peace in the drc. In 
fact, it is a fairly routine outcome. As Autesserre explains, ‘Most recent milita-
rized conflicts have been internal wars, and most of these civil wars ended in 
negotiated peace agreements…about 20% still lapsed back into large-scale vio-
lence within a few years, usually during the phase of peace agreements.’16 
When the peace process is initiated by the international community and is not 
designed by the belligerents themselves, the statistics are even more disheart-
ening. According to Autesserre, ‘70% of peace processes benefiting from sig-
nificant international mediation often fail to build a durable peace.’17 Many 
people argue that the overwhelming international pressure focused in this 
region from the period 1998–1999 forced the parties to sign the agreement 
before they were actually ready.18 For example, Burundi signed the Arusha 
Peace and Reconciliation Agreement in August 2000 in the presence of U.S. 
President Bill Clinton. However, no political pact for peace on behalf of the 
signatories existed. Indeed, many of the signatories never even saw the final 
document until after it was signed. They sped the process up to fit the timeta-
ble of the President. Similarly, Solomon and Swart explain that, ‘the Lusaka 
Ceasefire Agreement was imposed, even forced upon the signatories meta-
phorically at gunpoint, rather than being offered as a symbolic olive branch.’19

Any peace agreement that is forced into being will not result in true peace 
because the parties are not committed. Peace requires more than a lack of 
open hostility, and it cannot be rigidly structured to fit an arbitrary timetable. 
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Essentially, the Ceasefire Agreement represents a misguided attempt by the 
international community to force a peace in a conflict that it did not under-
stand; a conflict that generated levels of suffering unparalleled in any recent 
war, causing, directly or indirectly, the highest death toll of any conflict since 
World War II.20 Modern conflict resolution practitioners must be aware of the 
situation leading up to, during, and after the signing of the Lusaka Ceasefire 
Agreement to understand the dangers and pitfalls inherent in drafting arbi-
trary peace agreements that lack a true commitment to peace; this includes 
understanding where the drc peace process fits within broader regional 
practices.

 Theoretical Analysis of Top-Down Peacebuilding

The shared colonial history of the Great Lakes region is pivotal in the shaping 
of modern top-down peace-building operations. In the post-independence 
period, three main factors often attributed to the ineffectiveness of peacemak-
ing and peace-building. First, the 1969 Charter of the Organization of African 
Unity (oau) established the principle of non-interference in the internal 
affairs of oau member states. This resulted in the general ‘feet-dragging’ often 
seen by regional powers as state after state collapsed into conflict. Second, 
while troops from independent African states contributed to United Nations 
peacekeeping forces, African states have never really committed adequate 
resources to support regional missions. Finally, the duplicitous role of the 
international community was detrimental to the success of peace in the 
region.21 Too often, Western governments, ngos, and multinational corpora-
tions are implicated in conflicts in the Great Lakes, appearing to assist regional 
governments, but only in so far as it promotes their own agendas and interests. 
For example, in 1961 Western powers including Belgium and the United States 
were connected to the assassination of the drc’s independence leader and  
the first democratically elected Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba.While the 
Belgian government eventually apologized for its role in Lumumba’s death, the 
U.S. has consistently denied the involvement of the cia.22 Furthermore, dating 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/02/06/world/world-briefing-europe-belgium-apology-for-lumumba-killing.html
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back to the time of colonization, government and corporate greed in the dia-
mond and mineral sectors led to the proliferation of ‘blood diamonds’ and, 
more recently, ‘blood coltan’ out of the region.23 Currently, the governments of 
Rwanda and Uganda are heavily implicated in the exploitation of the drc’s 
natural resources. For example, in eighteen months, Rwanda estimated over 
$250 million in profits from the export of coltan alone from the eastern Congo, 
which finds its way to various multinational corporations responsible for pro-
cessing it into microchips for use in cellphones.24

The top-down approach utilized by peacebuilding practitioners—including 
MONUC, diplomats, and foreign aid organizations—represents one of the 
most important critiques against the peacebuilding model implemented in 
the drc during the peace transition. According to Autesserre, this top-down 
approach reinforced well-established issues while fostering a whole new set of 
crises in the region. For example, the top-down approach to conflict resolution 
considered inconsequential or completely ignored the violence occurring at 
the local level, particularly in the eastern provinces of North and South Kivu, 
and Katanga. To ignore violence in the local community or to dismiss this  
violence as something ‘routine’ or ‘chronic’ to the region is to ignore the  
root causes of instability in the drc. As Autesserre explains, ‘during the transi-
tion, just as during the war, violence was motivated not only by regional  
and national tensions but also by long-standing bottom-up agendas, whose 
main instigators were villagers, traditional authorities, administrative chiefs, 
or ethnic leaders.’25

Oneof the important consequences of viewing violence in the drc through 
the limited top-down lens utilized by international interveners is an underes-
timation of continuing conflict in the countryside. In his article, Straus explores 
the changing patterns of violence in this region from full-scale war to  

http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2011/jan/17/patrice-lumumba-50th-anniversary-assassination
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small-scale political violence. However, he argues that small-scale violence can 
still be of concern and should not be ignored, although it largely is by many in 
the international community.26 This violence is ignored because many of the 
international interveners lack regional, cultural, and linguistic expertise in the 
drc. Instead these interveners all seemed to have a very narrow focus in the 
drc for post-conflict transition and reconstruction: organizing a free and fair 
election. However, as Autesserre explains, ‘In a country where the population 
has never enjoyed democracy, civic education is essential to make the vote 
meaningful.’27 Fostering civic education in a population takes a concerted 
effort over an extended period of time, neither of which can happen when the 
election process is rushed.28 Therefore the peacebuilders’ efforts to host a 
democratic election were entirely too narrow in scope and did little to actually 
promote peace in the drc and the surrounding region.

The problems inherent in the peacebuilding model utilized in the drc 
highlight one of the main criticisms of the international development and 
post-conflict reconstruction community, that of the field being too broad, too 
top-down, and too universal. Critics of development—including Escobar 
(2011), Uvin (1998), and Moss (2007)—condemn its scholars and practitioners 
as not allowing for enough cultural relativity to permeate the various theories, 
which would make them more effective.29 One of the first proponents of cul-
tural relativism, anthropologist Franz Boas wrote in 1887: “civilization is not 
something absolute, but … is relative, and … our ideas and conceptions are 
true only so far as our civilization goes."30 Cultural relativism involves both 
epistemological and methodological claims; however, for our purposes we will 
focus on the use of cultural relativism as a methodological tool. Incorporating 
a culturally relative lens of analysis is an excellent method for local-level 
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peacebuilding because it calls attention to the importance of the local context 
in understanding the meaning of particular human beliefs and activities.31 By 
utilizing a cultural relativistic approach, peacebuilding practitioners are better 
able to separate themselves from their own perspective and develop a method 
that works for the Congolese people.

When it seems so obvious to the outside viewer that the peacebuilding 
model utilized in the drc was not addressing the root causes of violence, we 
must ask: why wasn’t the model adjusted once the peacebuilders were on the 
ground and could properly address the situation? The answer is disheartening. 
To meet the immediate needs of the Congolese people, the peacebuilders 
should have hired regional cultural and language experts and provided new 
training for all their staff on the ground. However, in the process the peace-
builders ran the risk of being replaced by these outside experts. The financial 
and personal risks being too great, the interveners did not take the necessary 
steps. Furthermore, the international perception of the sovereignty, mandate, 
and contextual constraints, which limited the justifiable actions of peacebuild-
ers are seen as insurmountable obstacles, reinforcing a dominant historical 
frame: that of Africa as a hopeless place where nothing can be done to improve 
the situation.32 Even though Autesserre refutes the power and scope of all 
three constraints, it allowed for a sense of powerlessness to develop in the 
peacebuilding mechanism that led many interveners to deny their own capac-
ity for action.

Drawing on these critiques, what revisions should be made to the dis-
course of modern conflict resolution theory in order to create lasting peace 
in Central Africa? To answer this questionI will first outline some of the 
functional definitions attached to peace and conflict resolution theory. The 
conventional definition of ‘modern conflict resolution theory’ is under-
stood as a standard formula of peace negotiations, with a trajectory of 
ceasefire agreements, transitional governments, demilitarization, constitu-
tional reform and ending with democratic elections.33 There is also an 
important difference between ‘peacemaking’ and ‘peacebuilding’. Accord-
ing to Daley, ‘peacemaking’ is the use of diplomatic means to persuade par-
ties in conflict to cease hostilities and to negotiate a peaceful settlement  
of their dispute. ‘Peacebuilding’, however, is defined as all external efforts 
to assist countries and regions in their transitions from war to peace, and 
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includes all activities and programmes designed to support and strengthen 
these transitions.34

Here we come to the crux of why peace negotiations fail in Central Africa. 
The inherent flaw in modern conflict resolution theory is the emphasis on 
reconstruction. How do you reconstruct something that never existed? How do 
you promote democracy in a country where most people have never seen a 
true democracy in practice? The Congolese are obviously familiar with the 
tenets of democracy, but they have never seen them implemented in the 
Congo. Therefore, what is required in Central African peace-building initia-
tives is a transformation. Lederach describes the importance of conflict trans-
formation arguing that it provides ‘a clear and important vision because it 
brings into focus the horizon toward which we journey—the building of 
healthy relationships and communities locally and globally.’35 Only through 
exploring transformative solutions can all the inherent problems in modern 
conflict resolution theory be righted.

For too long now, the failure of a peace agreement to bring lasting peace is 
always blamed on the belligerents in the agreement, never the model for peace 
itself.36 Escobar makes a similar claim when he analyzes the problems inher-
ent in development theory: Western technocrats look to the developing area 
and assume the fault lies inherent in their socio-cultural makeup when devel-
opment fails, never to development theory itself.37 Modern conflict resolution 
models also have inflated assumptions about the commitment of the belliger-
ents to the peace process. In conflict resolution, this is called the problem of 
spoilers; sometimes there are parties to an agreement who realize that it is in 
their best interest to halt or destroy peace proceedings. Ahmedou Ould-
Abdallah, a former senior official with the United Nations, witnessed this dur-
ing the reconstruction efforts in Burundi. When the people realized that under 
a democratic system citizens could form political parties, they usually did so 
not to take a stand on a distinctive platform or to compete for political power; 
instead they formed many small parties to have a better chance at being  
chosen as a presidential candidate. The reward was significant; if chosen the 
candidate earned access to the national radio and a four-wheel-drive car.38  
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The myriad of political parties and belligerent groups operating in the region 
only lengthened and confused the peace process.

So where does the transformation begin? First, to promote positive peace 
there must be an increase in efforts to incorporate women and civil society 
groups into peace and reconstruction processes. The un Security Council fos-
tered this promotion in 2000 through the passage of Resolution 1325, which 
calls on all states to recognize and protect the rights of women and girls in 
conflict zones.39 More recently the Security Council called attention to the 
importance of women in the peace process with the passing of Resolution 1889 
in October 2009.40 Therefore, the absence of input from marginalized groups, 
including women, into the peace processes of Central Africa should intuitively 
concern conflict resolution theorists as it is in direct contravention of interna-
tional law.

The consequences of excluding women from the peace process in Central 
Africa have been catastrophic. For example, incidences of gender-based vio-
lence and sexual violence currently run rampant throughout the drc. Between 
December 3, 2012, and January 5, 2013, the Medecins Sans Frontieres (msf) 
team working in Mugunga III camp, a few kilometers west of Goma, registered 
and treated 95 victims of sexual violence. Thierry Goffeau, msf Head of 
Mission in Goma argued, ‘The camps surrounding the villages face a glaring 
lack of security.’ He continued, ‘The responsible authorities and the leader of 
the various armed groups all claim—without exception—that they are defend-
ing the civilian populations. They must thus assume their responsibility and 
ensure that the most vulnerable are not subject to violence or reprisals.’41 Many 
attacks occur when women leave the camps to go in search of food. One rape 
victim explained, ‘I went out to look for food in the fields. Two armed men in 
uniform appeared and told me that if I didn’t want to die I would have to have 
sex with them.’ msf explains that another common scenario is violence within 
the camps themselves, where privacy is scare and inadequate shelters cannot 
deter perpetrators.

In her 2012 article in African Affairs, Autesserre quoted Margot Wallström, 
the UN Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict, who dubbed the 
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eastern Congo the ‘rape capital of the world’ and the ‘most dangerous place on 
earth to be a woman.’42 Tragically, the title seems fitting as the situation in 
Goma and its surrounding areas is only getting worse. Goffeau explains, ‘given 
the frequency of sexual attacks, rape has become commonplace. The individu-
als responsible act with impunity and are rarely punished. At the same time, 
very few victims file charges because they are afraid of reprisals.’43 In an inter-
view with Al Jazeera shortly after the signing of the new 2013 peace agreement, 
Stelle Mayange, a displaced Congolese woman who lives in a camp outside 
Goma summarized the dismal feelings of many women: ‘We don’t know any-
thing about peace. That has always been for the big leaders to decide. The only 
thing we know how to do is run.’44 However, sexual violence is not the only 
crime currently rampant in the Congo. The local people frequently call atten-
tion to problems of forced labor, killings, the conscription of child soldiers, and 
nonsexual torture. All of these problems directly impact the local people in a 
very negative way, making them fear for their lives and develop fatalistic atti-
tudes toward the interest and the ability of the local and federal government to 
protect them. It is therefore imperative that peace and conflict resolution the-
orists reevaluate the current peacebuilding models currently implemented in 
Central Africa. This new definition can only be made operational through ‘pol-
icies aimed at addressing the structural forces that lead to conflict and the 
political forces that rob African people of meaningful participation in govern-
ment.’45 Without equal representation of political elites, rebel leaders, and 
civil society spokespeople during the peace process; a foundational shift 
toward political transformation in the post-conflict period; and a dedicated 
commitment to promoting positive peace by all parties to a signed agreement; 
the states of Central Africa will never be able to alleviate structural violence in 
the region and a true and lasting peace can never be achieved.

 Constructing a New Peace Agreement for the drc

Taking into account all of the critiques and analyses presented in this article, 
what should a new, revitalized peace agreement in the drc look like? What 
elements of peacebuilding should be incorporated into a new document, and 
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what, perhaps, should be left out? There are several important precepts for a 
peace agreement that incorporate culturally specific, inclusive, and long- 
lasting aims. First, the peace agreement should represent a combination of 
top-down and bottom-up peace-building approaches that take into account a 
cultural relativist perspective, particular to the experiences of the Congolese 
people. This would be made possible through the concerted efforts of interna-
tional interveners. By focusing a significant proportion of their allocated bud-
gets, not on promoting the election process, but on helping to develop 
transnational advocacy networks and civil society in the drc, international 
interveners would be better able to address the systemic problem of structural 
violence at the grassroots level. This bottom up-approach would require that 
international interveners, at least at first, bring in regional experts to work 
alongside peacebuilding personnel and the local population to ensure that all 
peacebuilding and conflict resolution efforts are conducted in a way consistent 
with Congolese culture. While this may require a larger initial financial com-
mitment on the part of the intervening organizations, the long-term benefit of 
utilizing a combination of regional experts, peacebuilding experts, and local 
activists to construct a culturally and socially specific peace agreement will 
make it well worth the investment when the drc is finally at peace.

One could argue that this prescription is idealistic. However, similar models 
are already in use in Africa. For example, anthropologist Jean-Pierre Olivier de 
Sardan established a research institute in Niamey, Niger that seeks to incorpo-
rate knowledge through extensive ethnographic research to new development 
projects. His research institute, Laboratoire d’études et de recherches sur les 
dynamiques sociales et le dévelopement local (lasdel), focuses on incorpo-
rating a culturally relative understanding of the people and problems addressed 
by development projects. In this model, anthropological experts work along-
side development agencies, sharing knowledge and promoting best practices 
that will take into account the needs and wants of the people so that they can 
best benefit from development and aid projects.

In his book (2005), Olivier de Sardan outlines a model strategy that could be 
implemented in the drc to better facilitate the creation, adaptation, and 
implementation of development efforts. He refers to this strategy as the ECRIS 
Framework.46 ecris occurs in a series of six phases, including collective 
enquiry and preparatory and group seminars. The purpose of ecris—as 
opposed to methods like Rapid Rural Appraisal (rra), Participatory Rural 
Appraisal (pra), and kap (knowledge, attitudes, practices) methods—is to 
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develop long-term solutions to problems, not to deliver quick fixes. The impor-
tance of the ecris framework is that it promotes the development of knowl-
edge prior to the creation and implementation of development projects. This 
makes each project unique and specific to each location where it will be imple-
mented.47 drc experts could incorporate a variation of the ecris model into 
development and post-conflict reconstruction efforts.

Next, the peace process itself must incorporate representatives from 
Congolese civil society and the various militia groups, including M23. The 
March 23 Movement (M23), also known as the Congolese Revolutionary Army, 
is a new rebel military group based in North Kivu. The M23 formed on April 4, 
2012 when nearly 300 soldiers, a majority of them former members of the 
National Congress for the Defense of the People (cndp), turned against the 
drc government, citing poor conditions in the army and the government’s 
unwillingness to implement the March 23, 2009 peace deal. In November 2013, 
M23 took over Goma, displacing thousands of people.48 Shortly after M23 
secured Goma, political leaders met in Kampala, Uganda to request a ceasefire, 
which M23 did not honor. Leaders of M23 then established an interim govern-
ment in Goma, including providing all policing and issuing taxes to the local 
people.49

To regain control of the eastern provinces and rout the M23 rebels, in March 
2013, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 2098, allowing for the use of 
offensive deadly force by un peacekeepers.50 A un sanctioned intervention 
brigade was deployed to North Kivu, with orders to address imminent threats 
to peace and security. This brigade was authorized to go on the offensive, firing 
before being fired upon,representing a radical shift in un peacekeeping prac-
tices.51 By October, un forces succeeded in securing much of Goma and pushed 
M23 forces north. Suffering heavy losses, in December 2013, M23 signed a peace 
agreement with the drc government in Nairobi, Kenya. However, as recently 
as January 30th of this year, the drc reported that M23 is once again recruiting 
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forces in the Ituri region in an attempt to launch another round of 
insurgency.52

The presence of M23 in the eastern provinces will continue to be a source of 
serious concern for those who seek true peace in the region, especially since 
they are seen by many asjust another layer of structural violence inflicting seri-
ous harm on the Congolese citizenry. However, it would be dangerous to 
assume that they are merely spoilers, determined to undermine the peace pro-
cess. M23 recognizes real grievances against the Congolese military and the 
government system that must be addressed, and whether the government 
believes these to be contrived or not, the fact that the M23 leaders demand that 
they be addressed makes them real grievances.The danger here is that if M23 is 
preparing for a second insurgency, new peace talks run the potential risk of 
becoming a discussion between the drc government and a rebel group, alien-
ating the Congolese people once again.

Aside from the un Security Council’s landmark decision regarding securing 
the Kivus, the renewed peace proceedings in the drc are moving forward in 
the traditional way. The various heads of states came together in February to 
discuss the violence in Central Africa from the level of conflicting nations. 
Peacekeepers stationed in the drc are already skeptical of the new peace deal 
arguing that it is too vague, with too little language stipulating just how much 
power bodies like the un will have—outside the purview of the intervention 
force—to make sure regional leaders adhere to the agreement. Tariq Riebl, a 
representative of Oxfam working in the drc spoke with Al Jazeera about the 
new peace agreement saying, ‘we definitely feel there is little inclusion; almost 
no inclusion of civil society. There have purely been on the political level some 
discussions between the different governments involved and people at the 
grassroots level have not been heard.’53

This model of exclusivity is inherently violent toward the average Congolese 
citizen, whose existence is characterized by protracted feelings of underrepre-
sentation and under appreciation. The Congolese people must be given a 
voice. This cannot wait until after the peace agreement is signed, and it cannot 
be unilaterally incorporated into a peace agreement like the development of 
the Inter-Congolese Dialogue. Involve the people from the beginning and let 
them have a say in the way a new peace will be created. By incorporating  
the Congolese citizenry into the peace process, the African heads of state 
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would work to proactively correct the imbalance of structural violence felt by 
the people at the hands of the government, rebel groups, and international 
interveners.

Some of the topics that will naturally arise in the exploration of new peace 
terms include land disputes and issues of land ownership among the local 
population, particularly in the eastern provinces. Finding constructive and 
inclusive ways to administer justice for war criminals will be another conten-
tious issue to discuss. If vital portions of the Congolese population are left out 
of these processes, the resulting peace agreement will only further entrench 
feelings of structural violence and exclusion. Research conducted on the 
Rwanda peace process following the 1994 genocide could be beneficial for the 
Congolese peacebuilders, particularly research conducted on post-genocide 
local and transitional justice mechanisms, including the works of Waldorf 
(2006), Clark (2007), and Burnet (2009).54 In all cases, the interveners and the 
Congolese people must retain realistic expectations. Alex Queval, head of the 
UN mission in North Kivu, said, ‘I think it would be wrong to have too great 
expectations because the situation here is very difficult…The conflict has been 
going on for at least 19 years, so it’s not going to be solved overnight.’55

The peace agreement should also sidestep another pitfall of the 1999 Lusaka 
Ceasefire Agreement and avoid establishing strict timelines that constrain the 
natural peacebuilding process. In the language of the Ceasefire Agreement the 
interveners established a timeline—to the day—outlining the drc’s path to 
peace. As time moved forward it was obvious that the timeline completely 
lacked realistic goals. International interveners and the Congolese govern-
ment, instead of readjusting the timeline, did the minimal amount possible to 
make it appear as if they were meeting all the stipulations established by the 
agreement, mainly as it concerned preparing the nation for a democratic 
election.I want to clarify that I am not positing that it is inappropriate for a 
peace agreement to have goals, realistic goals that are completed during a cer-
tain amount of time. However, assigning arbitrary dates to a peace process can 
often do more harm than good. Any timeline restrictions therefore must be 
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seriously considered before being codified into the body of the peace 
agreement.

One final reason why the Agreement failed is because it asked too much of 
the parties too soon. The drafters of the new peace agreement must focus on 
prompting all parties to design realistic commitments. Cumbersome or unre-
alistic commitments will result in an agreement that has a low level of opera-
tionalism. For example, it may not be reasonable to insist that all rebel groups 
immediately disarm. Working as a rebel or a member of the Congolese Army is 
a lucrative profession in the drc. Since the salaries of most rebels are paid 
largely through theft, intimidation, and bribery, militia and military members 
are better able to provide for themselves and their families, while all around 
them other people are starving and suffering. Living with no rules and no limi-
tations will definitely be a difficult habit to break. International interveners, 
the Congolese government, and local activists should work hard to provide 
incentives and job training for former rebels to help them transition back into 
normal society. However, until the Congolese infrastructure is strong enough 
to support jobs and provide a source of livelihood for these rebels, they will 
have little incentive to immediately lay down arms.The problem of reincorpo-
rating these men into civil society will go hand in hand with the issue of land 
rights and land ownership. Until a workable relationship can be established 
between the two, the new peace process is sure to falter. However, through 
programs like ecris, development analysts and regional experts can help the 
Congolese government and civil society develop a plan of action that will 
address these deep-seeded and contentious issues in a holistic way.

 Conclusion

Other than the information provided in the general Peace, Security, and 
Cooperation Framework, signed on February 24, 2013, little is known yet of 
exactly how the great powersplan to design the 2013 peace agreement. This 
could actually be for the best because it means they have time to revise their 
methods. As bleak as it may seem, prospects for a future peace in the drc are 
far from hopeless. Through a conscientious effort to transform the current 
peace and conflict resolution models to better represent both the immediate 
and the long-term needs and goals of the Congolese, there is a peaceful future 
on the horizon for the drc. Looking to this future, it will be critical that all par-
ties to the intended peace process be mindful of the failures of the past. 
Understanding and learning from past failures is something that crosses all 
cultures and conflicts from the drc to the former Yugoslavia, Northern Ireland 
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to Syria. Without understanding the effects of past decisions—no matter how 
well-intentioned—on the present situation, regional leaders and international 
interveners involved in violent conflicts around the world run the risk of step-
ping back into a sinking quagmire: constructing peace agreements without 
peace. However, if the desire for peace in the drc is genuine, and right-minded 
people are able to enact the necessary changes, the Congolese people stand a 
chance of seeing the development of lasting peace.


